For more than 25 years we’ve helped educators gather around tables to build trust, engage in deep reflection and collaboration, address complicated dilemmas, and improve our work practices. With the arrival of COVID-19, we’ve learned to do all that through videoconferencing.

Is 2021 the year you become a Virtual CFG® Coach?

Critical Friends Group® Coaches’ Training VIRTUALLY

Eight sessions, 3-3.5 hours each
We meet synchronously via Zoom, no more than 3.5 hours at a time (with a break in the middle). You’ll also complete about five hours of homework to be certified. Pick the dates you want; ideally, the first 5 or 6 happen in rapid succession, but you have options.

Connect deeply through screens
We used to think we needed to be in the same rooms to connect. But Necessity is the mother of Invention, and we’ve adapted our protocols and activities (and developed new ones) to enable deep collaboration and connection even via Zoom.

Actual practice sessions
This isn’t a “sit-and-git” training: you will be actively engaged throughout each training session. And to be certified, you’ll also practice presenting, facilitating, and tech hosting these materials. So when you start CFG work “at home,” you’ll be ready.

Become certified to create and lead CFG communities virtually
In this time of uncertainty and stress, regularly gathering with trusted colleagues can substantially improve our well-being as well as our teaching practice. Coaching these groups demonstrates your leadership and improves your facilitation skills.

Email us
nsrf@NSRFharmony.org

Until we can meet again:

LETS TALK SOON, TO HELP YOU REDUCE ISOLATION AND IMPROVE YOUR PRACTICE.

Web: www.NSRFharmony.org